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The Role of Theory (and Speculation)
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Surprise Reaction Framework

• The Surprise Reaction Framework has three basic parts:

Reality Judgments 
(What is going on? or 
What do we know?)

Value Judgments 
(What difference does it 

make?) 

Action Judgments 
(What should we do?)

?



Surprise Reaction Framework Simplified

What? So What?

Now What?

?
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From Analogue/Electric to Digital Geopolitics?

• From hand-written script to mechanically-printed type (circa 1450) to 
electrically-transmitted codes (circa 1850), to voice and picture 
transmission (radio & TV) to digitally-stored memories, society has been 
shaped and re-shaped by changing technological structures.*

• Digital Technologies are now shaping and driving strategic uncertainty in 
all realms, and will continue to do so at an accelerating pace.

• They are becoming a “Formal Cause”, i.e. they are structuring to our 
choices  

• Formal causes are in contrast to “Efficient Causes”, that just have effects

• Formal Causes are also not “Material Causes”:  absent human agency or 
intellect, there is no Formal Cause

*See: Mark Stahlman, “The Digital Sphere, Order and Chaos”, 2016



From Analogue/Electric to Digital Geopolitics?
• This is another way of saying that I take a “technological 

constructivist” approach to the sources of strategic uncertainty

• This means, in John Culkin's formulation, that I hold that, "We 
shape our tools and, thereafter, our tools shape us."

• In short, technologies are not neutral:  they have psychological and 
sociological consequences  

• More and more of our real existence is mediated by digital devices

• Any approach to strategic uncertainty which does not begin by 
attempting to grasp how our subconscious and our societies are 
shaped by the technologies we use and then how our 
subconscious defines what we believe and how we act will 
misunderstand the nature of strategic problems

• Forget “Virtual Reality” - think The Reality of the Virtual*

*After Slavoj Zizek:  Manufacturing Reality: Slavoj Zizek and the Reality of the Virtual
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McLuhan’s Media Effects
• Marshall McLuhan is famous for the phrase, 

“The medium is the message” 

• He meant that media influences both what 
messages are sent AND how messages are 
perceived

• Here the Message is the writing

• The Medium is the bomb! 

• But the bomb and its effects are usually 
ignored or invisible as everyone focusses on 
the “content” of media



McLuhan’s Media Effects
• McLuhan says that technologies have 

massive pre-conscious psychological 
effects on those who use them 
habitually

• They are “extensions of the self” that 
highlight some human faculties and 
deaden others

• New technologies create a completely 
new human environment in which 
peoples’ views of themselves and of 
the world change



McLuhan’s Tool to Probe Effects

• Every artifact, medium, or technology 
enhances some human function.

• It thereby obsolesces some former 
medium or technology, which was used 
to achieve the same function earlier.

• In so doing, the new medium or 
technology retrieves some older form 
from the past.

• When pushed far enough, the new 
medium or technology reverses or flips 
into a complementary (or 
contradictory) form.

After: Zeynep Merve Iseri & Robert K. Logan, “Laws of Media, Their Environments and Their Users: The Flip 
of the Artifact, Its Ground and Its Users



McLuhan’s Tool to Probe Effects

• Example of the Tetrad to probe a 
media/technologies effects:  the 
invention of money.  

• Money:

• Enhanced trade and commerce

• Obsolesced the barter system

• Retrieved the conspicuous consumption 
of hunter-gatherers 

• Flipped into credit, a complementary 
form

Example from: Zeynep Merve Iseri & Robert K. Logan



So What?



New Media are changing tactics 



“Digital technologies” extend beyond media 

From: Carl Benedikt Frey and Michael A. Osborne , “THE FUTURE OF EMPLOYMENT: HOW SUSCEPTIBLE ARE JOBS TO COMPUTERISATION?”, 2013



“Digital technologies” extend beyond media 
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“Digital technologies” extend beyond media 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0dRT7slyGhs


Future Dual Use Technologies?!



“Digital technologies” extend beyond media 



Now What?



Digital retrieves the medieval? 

• Does “Digital retrieve the Medieval” in national security/geopolitics?



Digital retrieves the medieval? 

• Things won’t “settle down” – we are still at the “horseless carriage” 
stage of digital technology, where the new form is largely used in old 
ways

• Most nation states in existence are products of previous media:  print, 
radio and TV 

• How will they fare under digital conditions?



Implications?
• Some parallels:

• Transnational aristocracy (elites) of 
concentrated wealth and ambiguous 
nationality (and new allegiances) 

• States lack a monopoly on “legitimate” 
violence 

• Non-state actors capable of challenging 
states

• A shift from global to local allegiances 

• New industries and technologies

• New ideologies

• New plagues

• Amplified strategic uncertainty!



Implications for strategic uncertainty 

• Nations are courting “Barons”, powerful non-state actors



Implications for strategic uncertainty 

• We can expect more migration…(there’s an app for that!)



Implications for strategic uncertainty 

• We are building walls again…



Implications for strategic uncertainty 

• The Tang Dynasty “Silk Route” is being rebuilt…



Implications for strategic uncertainty 

• Medieval Islam is back on the march? ISIS suggests it is! 



Implications for strategic uncertainty 

• Medieval Persia perhaps returning? 



Implications for strategic uncertainty 

• The Ottomans are perhaps returning? 



Implications for strategic uncertainty 

• At the very least, the cost of creating new affiliations just as the old 
ones are under strain is dropping

=



To get (even more?) speculative…3 Spheres

• The CSDL* posits that under digital conditions, Three Spheres 
(Operating Systems for Societies with global reach) are forming 
(somewhat like Huntington’s “civilizations”, but fewer)

• The basis of each sphere is written language, which lies at the root of 
our technology-driven communication and mental habits

• Each sphere is being led by distinct groups of elites, racing to make 
use of the digital

Center for the Study of Digital Life: http://www.digitallife.center/



The “West”: Alphabetic

• Is the West particularly vulnerable to digital effects?



The “East”: Ideo/pictographic

• Is the East better-suited to digital conditions due to its traditional 
abhorrence of technology that disrupt social cohesion?  



The “Digital”: Binary

• Culturally: “the end of humanity-as-we-know-it” (a “Post-human 
future)

• Economically: endless “disruption” and “exponential growth”

• Security: a panopticon, with public/private-sector-enabled algorithms 
watching everyone as potential targets

• Politically:  neo-eugenics? Certainly the idea of assumed equality 
under the law and democracy come under strain!



At the very least, ask….

• Are technologies really as “neutral”, psychologically and sociologically, 
as science usually assumes? 

• Can the new matrix of causal factors which digital technologies bring 
about – a new structure for our choices – really be ignored?

• Is a “One world” or “Global order” paradigm of future international 
relations getting more or less likely?

• Is it time to start thinking about “Strategic uncertainty under digital 
conditions”?



Thank you
Questions?


